
MAKE & LEARN:

Colorful Rainstorm in a Glass

THE SCIENCE BEHIND THIS ACTIVITY: 

When you add the drops of food coloring to the oil, they just sit there as blobs. They don’t mix with the oil. 
That is because food coloring is an aqueous solution, which means it is soluble in water, it dissolves in 
water; BUT food coloring does not dissolve in oil. 

When the oil and food coloring are vigorously stirred, the large drops of food coloring break up into smaller 
drops and “freeze” in the oil, forming an emulsion. An emulsion is a fine dispersion of minute droplets of 
one liquid (in this case, the food coloring) in another liquid (in this case, the vegetable oil) in which it is not 
soluble, meaning it will not dissolve. 

When you pour the emulsion into the clear water, you’ll notice the oil separates from the water, it floats to 
the top, forming a separate layer above the water. Why does it do that? Oil is a hydrophobic liquid, which 
literally means “fear of water.” Hydrophobic molecules always separate from and repel water molecules.

Food coloring is denser than vegetable oil, so the colored drops in the emulsion gradually trickle down to 
the oil-water border; and when the drops reach the water, the colorful storm begins.

EXPERIMENT WITH THE VARIABLES IN THIS SCIENCE ACTIVITY: 

The instructions say to use cold water. What happens if you use warm water? 

What happens if you add more drops of food coloring, or less? What happens if you add other colors of 
food coloring?

What happens if you stir the oil/food coloring gently and not “vigorously” as the instructions state?

What happens if you stir the oil/food coloring for a longer period of time, and not “briefly”, as the 
instructions state?

Have fun experimenting!

MATERIALS:

Clear Vase (or some kind of 
clear container)

16 oz. water

5 oz. vegetable oil

Drinking glass, preferable 
clear

Red food coloring

Blue food coloring

Wood stick stirrer, or 
something similar to stir with

DIRECTIONS:

Pour about 16 oz. of cold water in the clear vase or container and put aside.

Pour approximately 5 oz. of vegetable oil into a drinking glass. 

Add about 5 drops of red food coloring and about 3 drops of blue food 
coloring. 

Observe the drops of food coloring in the oil. What do they do?

Stir the oil/food coloring mixture vigorously, but briefly, with a wooden stick. 
Notice the emulsion you have created.

Pour the oil/food coloring emulsion into the clear container of water.

Observe what happens. Why? 

Wait several seconds… Give it some time… Now what’s happening? Why?

Is it possible to see rain indoors? How about a vibrantly colorful downpour? Here’s a simple way to 
orchestrate a storm of colors even on the sunniest day. 


